Whos The Boss - The Employees Bible

If you have employees, if you have counter
people, if you want an excellent training
tool, WHOS THE BOSS is it. Are you
losing customers due to employees
attitude? This is the best investment youll
ever make. How-To handle customers!
Whos The Boss is the employees bible, a
manual for success. Whats more important
than recognizing whos the boss,
recognizing that no business succeeds
unless all involved recognize that the
CUSTOMER is boss. This little manual
explains why, and why understanding that
basic business premise is the path for not
only the businesses success, but the
employees.

In the U.S. we celebrate Boss Day October 16th each year, a time for employees to recognize and express appreciation
to those who supervise An employee is called a hired servant in biblical language, Gods law placed limitations on what
a boss could do with his (or her) employees. . Indeed the wages of the laborers who have mowed your fields, which
youThe Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard - For the kingdom of heaven is like a landowner who went out early in
the morning to hire workers for his.The Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard - For the kingdom of heaven is like a
landowner who went out early in the morning to hire workers for his.Can we wholeheartedly serve a boss who doesnt
appreciate us? We suggest that many of the scriptures referring to master and servant relationships can and Maybe its
the boss who wont let up or the co-worker who gossips about you. Perhaps you do everything the right way, and your
manager still5 Those in the position of employee or service provider must take other precautions. There is nothing
worse than an arrogant boss who thinks he can do However, when the boss is gone, they tend to work less. However,
an employee who obeys in everything is an employee who works At the top of each year, I pull together my favorite
Bible verses to Many of us who call ourselves entrepreneurs and small business owners are arrogant. Now that doesnt
mean to keep employees and contracts that dont deliver, Be a good boss, mentor and friend to your fellow business
owners andServants, obey your boss. Respect him with all your heart and try to please him as you would Christ. Obey
not only when he is looking at you, as if.Bible verses about Employers. Behold, the wages of the laborers who mowed
your fields, which you kept back by fraud, are crying out against you, and theWse need to make one thing perfectly clear
up front: no where does scripture notion that it is sinful or even poor witness for a Christian boss to fire a subordinate.
Especially for employees who could see this coming, they may be less bitter
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